
C H U R C H I L L S



Blink and you’ll miss it…and Churchills is one not to be missed. 
Tucked back from the road, this stunning home is secluded from view.

Veiled with woodland, a beech hedge lines the drive, the trees open from
the to showcase beautiful views out across the gardens.



A discreet retreat this is your
chance to escape the rat race
beautifully private, nestled in the
heart of the tranquil Teign
Valley on the edge of the historic
market town of Chudleigh.
Sweep down the driveway and
pull up to the front, where there
is an abundance of parking.

Welcome



"Timber doors feature throughout the
home and the stunning entrance door

gives a taste of the period features blended
with modern touches throughout"



Churchills has been fabulously renovated and is brimming with surprises, spacious rooms and
so much more.  Take the main Entrance Porch and step into the hallway where a traditional

welcome greets you.  The Lounge, to one side enjoys a superb outlook across your own gardens
and grounds as well as offering a touch of the past with its cast iron feature firplace with

timber surround ad marble hearth.





Gravitate towards the contemporary
kitchen; the true heart of the home,
with its modern grey cupboards and
dark grey handles. This bright and
warm room opens into a
breakfast/dining area allowing this
space a social element: cook, dine and
entertain in one area. An added bonus
is the snug adjacent – ideal for
teenagers or relaxing at the end of a
long, busy day.





A ceramic five ring hob and
double electric ovens under
are set in to the fireplace
recess.  An integrated
dishwasher also features,
alongside an impressively-
sized fridge and full height
freezer. Through the windows
your vista is across the front
driveway and gardens with a
glimpse of the garage beyond.



A second Reception room with dual aspect and with period cast iron fireplace
offers yet more space to entertain. A third Reception Room would lend itself as a
home office or play room.  A handy downstairs WC and seperate Utility Room,
with sink and plumbing for a washing machine as well as a separate walk-in larder
with marble shelving, boiler room and under stairs storage neatly finish this
space. A secondary back stair case completes the flow around the home.





A substantial main timber staircase rises to the first floor which is naturally lit from the front
windows, character awaits behind every door. With five bedrooms available (potentially more
depending on your preference and vision), all generous sized doubles. Neutral tones pervade
throughout, for a peaceful yet modern ambience, with the rooms framing the views over the
gardens.





The main bedroom allows you with its large
windows, the chance to wake up to the rolling

mists and ever-changing views across the valley. 



"A versatile home, with the opportunity to
build your dream"



There is a modern En Suite with waterfall shower and basin set in to a vanity with cupboards
under, with the main bedroom. The Family bathroom is illuminated by spotlighting and is
modern throughout with a square ended bath with shower over, basin into vanity and WC.  A
Shower Room offers a walk-in lazed screen with waterfall shower and separate hand held
attachment.





Outside, the extensive garden embraces Churchills, fully wrapping
its green lawns around it. Formal lawns extend around the house

and up to the back, with a elevated seating area with timber arbour
complementing the house beautifully and bringing the outside in as

well as offering multiple opportunities for outdoor dining.



Renovated and substantially
upgraded Churchills now
offers a beautiful home all
ready to move in to with
the added benefit of an

adjoining three bedroom
Cottage.  Ideal if you have a

dependent relative or are
seeking to benefit from the

income of a holiday let.

The
Cottage







Enveloped in two acres of beautiful mature gardens, fall in
love with all that Churchills has to offer.

To view Churchills  call 01626 852666 | Email: katie@sawdyeandharris.co.uk 


